Tallin, Estonia Geographic Assessment of the Operational Environment

Physical Elements:
1. Location
   Tallin, Estonia, Northern Estonia Coast
2. Weather & Climate
   Temperate climate
   Windy year round
   Temperatures vary from 19°F to 71°F
3. Surface Materials
   Oil shale, peat, phosphorite, clay, limestone sand, dolomite, arable land, sea mud
4. Hydrology
   Coast on Baltic Sea
5. Vegetation
   Marsh lands
6. Landforms & Surface Structures
   Lowlands; flat in the north, hilly in the south

Cultural Elements:
1. Population
   444,532
2. Cultural Groups
   i. Estonian
   ii. Russian
   iii. Belarussian
   iv. Finish
   v. Jewish
3. Cultural Components & Institutions

Top Three Hazards:
1. Russian Invasion
   • Russian military invasion from the east
2. Coastal Flooding
   • Geographic site, climate and sea level rise
3. Socioeconomic Turmoil
   • Older Generation/Population Decline
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